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Introduction

The main purpose of the Polish Government's loan

application is to finance the importation into Poland

of capital goods, mainly machinery and equipment,

required for the implementation of the Polish Plan

of Economic Reconstruction. It is appropriate,

therefore, to begin the analysis of the Polish Government's

loan application by a study of the nature, the objectives

and the limitations of the Folish Four-Year Plan. Such

a study is presented in the pages which follow.
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The General Aim of the Plan

The main goal of the Polish Four-Year Plan of Economic

Reconstruction is the reparation of the ravages inflicted

upon the Polish economy by the war, and the restoration of

the productive energies of the country. Through the Plan,

which was formally adopted by a Resolution of the Polish

National Council on September 21, 1946, a material increase

is to be brought about in the volume of available consumer

goods, and, consecuently, in the standard of living of the

Polish people. The Polish Government itself states that

*ab a rise in consumption is the chief aim of the Plan: an

aim to be achieved through the repair of war damage, the

economic unification of the new and old Polish territories,

and a material expansion of agricultural and industrial

production within the framework of the government's general

program of agricultural reform and industrial nationalization.

The ultimate objective of the Plan is the creation of an

efficient, balanced national economic structure, and the

laying of a firm foundation for the further development of

the Polish economy in accordance with the long-term plan

which is to follow upon the Four Year Plan now in effect.

The essential goal of the Plan, a material increase in

the country's national income, can be expressed simply in

a few figures. As a result of the war the gross national

income (gross national product) of Poland declined from 17.7

billion zlotys in 1938 to 8.8 billion (calculated at 1938

prices) in 1946. It is the aim of the Plan not only to restore

the national income to the prewar figure, but to make possible

the attainment, in 1949, of a gross national income of 20.67
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million zlotys (oalculated at 1938 prices). Poland's gross

per capita income, which declined to a low of 367.5 zlotys

in 1946, is expected to increase from 505.7 zlotys in 1938

to 824.8 zlotys in 1949 -- a rise of 63.1 percent. 1/

The actual and expected course of Poland's total gross

national income between 1938 and 1949 and the contribution

to be made to the country's national income by the various

categories of productive activity, i.e., agriculture, industry,

trade, etc. are shown in Table l, below. The table indicates

that while the share of agriculture, forestry and fishing

9 in the total gross national income is expected to decline

from 39.0 percent of the total in 1938 to 26.8 percent in

1949, that of mining, industry and handicrafts is to increase

from 32.2 percent of the total in 1938 to 41.8 percent in

1949 - a result of the acquisition by Poland of important

new industrial resources through recent frontier changes and

of the considerable effort at industrial expansion to be

made under the Plan. The Polish Government, in fact, hopes,

and gives expression to that hope in the Introduction to the

Plan, that the reconstruction of the Polish industrial and

handicraft system, and the anticipated material increase of

their share in the total national income, will insure the

full employment of the country's urban population, provide

for the gradual elimination of agricultural overpopulation,

and make possible the permanent absorption of Poland's

j/ In. interpreting these figures it must, of course, be remembered
that Poland's population declined from 35 million in 1939 to
24 million in 1946; the expected increase in per capita
gross national income is therefore much greater than that in
total gross national income.
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T.ABLIZ I

Polandls gross national income,

by major categories of prodfetive activity,

1938, and 1946-49

(in billions of zloty, at 1938 prices)

Total Agriculture, 1.1ining, Services
Years Gross Forestry, Industry, (Trade, transnort,

Income Wishing Handicrafts -orofessions.etc.)

&3illions of Zloty

1938 17,70 6,9o 5.70 5.10

9 1946 8.30 2.62 3.78 2.40

1947 12.53 3.92 5.23 3.38

1948 16,40 4.46 7.28 4.66

1949 20.67 5.53 8.65 6,9

Percent of total

1938 100 39.0 32.2 28,8

1946 100 29.7 43.0 27.3

eL 1947 100 31.3 41.7 27.0

1948 100 27.2 44.4 28.4

1949 100 26.8 41.8 31.4

Qource: Comniled from data in Polish National Economic Plan, Table 59,
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future population increase.

The anticipated absQlute increase in production to be brought

about under the Plan, expressed in terms of the contribution

made to the national income by the major categories of

productive activity, is in all cases, a material one. Table I

shows, in fact, that the contribution to be made to the national

income by Polish agriculture is expected to rise from 2,6 billion

zlotys (at 1938 prices) in 1946 to 5.3 billion in 1949, that of

industry and handicraft from 3.8 in 1946 to 8.6 in 1949, and

that of services (trade, transport, etc.) from 2.4 to 6.5 billion

during the same period. Again, it must, however, be remembered,

that for industry in perticular, the anticipated increase in

output will be in considerable measure a consequence of the sub-

stantial new industria. resources acquired by Poland as a result

of frontier changes brought about by the war.
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Main Production and Consumjtion Goals

General Objiectives

The increase in Poland's national income discussed in the

preceding pages is to be brought about mainly through a sub-

stantial increase in production, made possible by a heavy flow

of new investment.

A summary view of the principal production goals establishe(

by the Polish four-year plan is given by the data in Table 2. Ii

interpreting these data it must, of course, not be forgotten

that 1945, the base year of the indexes shown and the year in

which active warfare came to an end, was one of extraordinarily

low production in most European countries and particularly in

those which, like Poland, had suffered heavy war damage. The

anticipated increase in output Is nevertheless remarkable. As

the table shows in 1949 output is expected to exceed prewar

totals materially in all but a few cases. 2

The main consumption goals of the Four-Year Plan as

described by indexes of the per capita supply of goods produced

domestically and available to the home market, are shown in

* Table 3. The comparisons in that table are with 1946 rather

than with 1945 as in the preceding one; even for the three year

period, however, the increases in consumption envisaged by the

Plan are remarkable. For almost one-half of the items shown

availabilities to the domestic consumer are expected to be over

twice and in certain cases over three times as large in 1949 as

1/ The most notable of these are in agriculture where production
will long be affected by wartime destruction and deterioration
of soil and equipment. With respect to all other segments of
the economy, it must, of course, be remembered that because of
frontier changes and consequent changes in resources - coal
resources and industrial capacity in general have increased
markedly - no exact comparison is possible between present-day
and pre-war Poland.
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TABLE 2

Production zoals of the Polish Four Year Plan
(as si-oTtm by main proCduCtion indexes)

19145 1946 1947 1948 1949 1949
: compared

ai-rth -are-wrar
-_- - - - 1938=100

W4heat 100 124 216 300 397 91
Rye 100 119 190 206 227 84
Potatoes 100 120 186 194 205 n.a.
Sugar Beets 100 175 223 277 314 n.a.

Horses 100 113 127 145 165 73
Cattle 100 3.15 132 151 173 58
Pigs 100 235 420 553 618 107
Sheep 100 115 133 155 176 n.a,

-IITDUSTRY

7lectric Power 100 1o6 119 140 159 206
Coal 100 12:1 153 179 204 210
Raw Steel 100 110 140 175 200 139
Rolled Products 1OC 133 192 208 250 136
'etal & woodworking mach&anery 10G 213 493 742 797 144
Agricultural impolements ound

machinery 100 13.5 211 305 378 282
Cement 100 257 287 317 337 116
Cottona fabrics 100 164 237 269 316 100
Woolen fabrics 100 160 254 360 479 150
P-mper 100 164 240 284 284 127

TBAT SPORT

Rail.wayv performance
Passengers carried 100 142 152 170 173 109
Total Trans?ort o±' goods 100 152 179 200 222 177

l4otor Vehicles
TrauckIs_ 100 106 121 1(60 610
Passengers cars 100 114 127 140 80

Port ca:oacity (Gdynia,Gdansk a,nd Szczecin)
Coal end Coke 100 160 250 320 154
Ore 100 150 230 300 500
Total canpacity 100 164 219 289 168

Source: 0c-oiled from data in Polish 1ational Economic Pl1, Tables 6,10,60.
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TABL. 3

CONSUI PTICIT GCOIS OF TITM4 FCUR YZAR ?LAIIT
(as shown by indexes of per ca-pita supoly of domestically

roduced goods available to the hope market) 1949
compared

Descrip,tion 1946 194? 1948 1949 with pre-war
1938: ioo

FOOD
Jheat 100 110 1.i- 205 106
Rye 100 157 179 183 102
Potatoes 100 135 135 135 100
Sugar 100 154 197 253 145
Beef 100 150 100 103 45
Pork 100 169 289 289 222
Poultry 100 150 170 190 172
Fresh-wviater fish 100 128 160 192 160
Salt-wiater fish 100 128 104 132 579
Animal fat 100 123 200 203 179
M iilk 100 116 11g 124 72
_ Z,g>.s 100 156 190 199 178

L,TDUSTRIAL GOODS

Fuel coal 100 ,L 146 146 146 192
Cotton f±abrics loor/ 138 147 148 103
';Toollen fabrics 100o/ 114 155 200 200
Silkc fabric 100 142 250 267 107
Sole leather 100 206 256 375 89
Upper leather 100 235 293 287 132
Paper 100 142 14.5 153 158
Matches 100 105 120 118 266
Cigarettes 100 217 305 299 257
Alcoholic beverages 100 187 325 350 215
Edible salt 100 101 101 104 102
Soap 100 105 126 289 105

Incloading fmtUnR imports.

Sourc,e: Com-Aled from d.ata in Pollsh YT,;lti nal Economic PIPn, Table 60,



they vrere i! 1946; moreover, with but a few exceptions, the

per capita supply of domestically prnduced goods available

to Polish consumers shewR in the table is expected to be

substa4tially larger in 1949 than it was during the last

year preceding the outbreak of the war.

Vain Productien _Plicivs

The Intrnduction to the Polish Reconstruction Plan sets

forth certain broad, general production policies which the

Polish Government iAtezda to follow i; its endeavor to

maximize agricultural and industrial productimn; a brief

descriptiof off the most importarit of them is givel below.

In the fiqld of agriculture the immediate gnals of the

Plan are the eliminratio of uncultivated land, arpd the use of

equipment and supplies for agricultural production (machinery

and fertilizer) up to the capacity of Polish agriculture to

absorb them. Ir, this way, the Polish Governme4t expects to

make possible a steady ipcrease in agricultural output, which

in turn should, with the excepti,3n of a few items, iasure

Poland's self-sufficiency in food after the harvestinr of the

1947 crop. Onae self-sufficie:Rcy in food is attaiAed, the

main aim of tbr; Plan will be to i.crease livestock production

and the output of industrial crops,

The. Pl.at's chief objective in the field of industrial

producticl is the devw.lopment of those irdustries which,

although not satisfyirn,g consumer needs directly, will make

possible the most rapid development of cojesumer goods production

IA this conn,ection prlority is to bc given to:

a) The maniufacture of supplies for agricvultural produc-

tion (mach#,ery and fertilizers).
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b) The production of coal to the limit of technical

possibilities, in view of the decisive importance of coal

in Poland's ability to import.

c) The production of electric power, because of the

obvious importance of power to all branches of industry and

the long period of investment required for development in

this field.

d) The development of transportation including railway,

highway and waterways transport, and the reconstruction of

the country's ports to meet the needs of increasing imports,

export and transit trade.

During the initial stages of the Plan priority is to be

given to production of such consumer goods as necessary

footwear, textiles, clothing and industrial articles for

household use. It is expected that during the third year

of the Plan per capita production of consumer goods will

approach the pre-war level and that at the end of the fourth

year it will exceed the pre-war level by twenty-five per cent.

0 During the second and following years of the Plan output

of capital goods is to be gradually increased so as to make

possible the production of an expanded volume of consumer

goods both for domestic consumption and for export. Stress

is to be laid on the production of those capital goods which

will yield the most immediate returns and will contribute to

the elimination of existing production bottlenecks.

It is estimated that because of the considerable increase

foreseen in the production of coal and electric power, per

capita production of capital goods will, in 1949, be more than

twice as large as in 1938.
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Requirements for capital goods, the production of which

involves a long production period, are so far as possible to

be met through imports.

In the nationalized sector of the Polish economy an

effort is to be made to concentrate production in plants with

the best technical equipment and lowest unit costs; a particular

effort in this direction is to be made in those branches of

industry in which, because of shortages of raw materials or

auxiliary supplies, existing plant capacity cannot now be

fully used, Smaller high unit cost plants are to be absorbed

into larger groupings whenever more efficient production and

lower unit costs can thereby be achieved.

Finally, an effort is to be made throughout Polish

industry to increase the efficiency of the productive process

and to redace unit costs through:

a) introduc-ion of the assembly line method of production,

b) development of domestic and exploitation of foreign
inventions,

c) development of scientific research institutions,

d) use of substitute materials,

e) utilization of waste products, and

f) application of methods of scientiric management.
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ObJectives by Principal Production CateEories

As the tables given in the preceding sections of this

report have shown, the Polish Plan sets forth, in substance,

a series of production goals to be attained by the national

economy in the years 1946 through 1949. It does so separately

for all the major branches of production, such as agriculture,

industry, and transport. To appreciate the exact nature and

magnitude of the Ple.n, it will be useful to examine separately

and in some detail the goals established for each major

Branch of productive activity.

Agriculture and Forestry.

Although complete details on the expected increase in

output of each agricultural commodity are not available, the

Plan does specify ctefinite production goals for the major

high calorie food3 (wheat, rye, potatoes, and sugar beet),

the major high protein foods (meat, fish, poultry, eggs) and

for dairy produce in the form of fluid milk.

The rates ai which the Polish authorities expect the

annual production of basic food crops to increase are shown

in Table 4. Bripfly, oomparing output as planned in 1949 with

pre-war output writhin Poland's existing boundaries, the Plan

aims at raising production to a level which, although some-

what lower, in absolute amount, than over-all output before

the war, will, £1e-vertheless, glve rise to potential export

surpluses because of the intervening shrinkage in the country's

population.

Planned ir,creases in the output of animal produce are

summarized in Table 5. As these figures show, the Plan con-

templates a heavy increase over pre-war levels in per capita
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P1AMlSD Vv7ASC I. RCDUCT ICT CG Ff,GD CRCPS

- Total Cutnut in Thousand letric Tons -

Crop By Year Gross Crop Iret Crop(a) Sur-,?us over(iL) U'et Crop
or deficit under C-) per
minij,mn domestic Ca-ita

,__________ ___________ recuirements in K4,.

Waeat

1933/38 average,
-ore-war boun- (b) (r)
a.ories 2,065 1,650 (d) 55.0
1933/38 average,
-nreSent boun- (b)c)
cdaries 1,950 1,560 (d) n.a.

1945 L50 360 -384 15.0
1946 520 410 -326 17.6
19L7 980 730 0 31.5
19418 1,340 1,070 0 42.8
1949 1,780 1,430 /90 58.7

1933/38 average,
nre-waar boui-. (b) (c) (e)
daries 6,465 4,5°0 (d) 158.0
'1933/38 average,
prevent bouaa- (b) (c)
a.aries 6,845 4,860 (d) n.a.

1945 2,530 1,20Q -600 75.0
19146 3,040 2.150 -380 84.4
1947 4,820 3,420 0 138.5

~~~~ ~~~19, 8 5. ^30 3, 710 0 148.5
1949 5,760 4,090o 176 161.0

Potatoes

1°933/38 avarage,
r-.arbouan- ()(e)

elaries 35,005 8,750 (d) 248
1933138 average,
Ore;ent boun (b)
c.aries 37,860 9,465 (d) , i a.a.

1945 14,9°8 3,740 -1,IQ4 156
1946 17,c379i 4, 470 _ 460 183
19h7 27,6!4t 6,950 L 940 286
1948 28,9'J 7, p1,125 2(3

lq949 30,63o0 7,670 1-1,142 293
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TZiBLZ 4 (continued)

PLALTZUD I!tCP2MSE I:., PRODUCTION CF FCOD CROPS

- Total Cutput in Thiousand iMetric Tons -

a)
Croo by Year Gross Crop Net Crop Sur-N1us over (N) Net Cro°o

or deficit under(-) Per
minimum domestic Carpita

... __________ .__._ ..__.. reauirements in ik.

Sug.r Beet

1933/38 average
Pre-rar boun- (b) (e)
d.v,ries 2,805 2,805 (d) 12,2
1933/38 average,

_ p~~~re-,ent 4,oun- (b)
daries 5,965 5,965 (d) n.a.

1945 1,315 1,315 0 7.0
1946 2,300 2,300 0 7.0
1947 2,930 2,930 /20 11.6
1948 3,S40 3,640o 40 15.4
1949 4,130 4,130 #50 19.7

(a) After deauctin; seed, feed, and losses.
(b) .ta frorm 7U.RPA .r -oort on Aa'ricliltu:re and Food. in Poland, Jarsaw,

January, 1947, p.15.
(c) `stinrmte. bgy a-lying loss factors as -iven in Polish -a t-oIa- co.nomic

?1J(^x, 'x4.1,
(d) Cor .iarrcble d-.ta not available, but ?olomnd was self-sufficient or had

our e;ort before the war.
(e) Cons:'mption ser cv-ita, 1938.

Surce: Gornpl,d fro=.data in Polish .ctional .conomic Plma, Tables 7,41 and
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PL'L2T .D :IIUP,lSS I;i CUTPUT C3 kTIDIAL PRCDUJC2

- Total Cutlu.t in S-,)ecified Units _

llilk ReeS Pork r£.;S Poultr Fresh-water Salt-_water
-illion Thous. Tlhous. Billiols Thous. fish fish

Year ~ litres m.t. m.t. m.t. Thous.r.t. Thous.n.t.

2938, ,e--9.0 242 452 4 40 13 20
lv.ar ocQun-
darie s
19L4.5 2.9 51 °0 1..5 15 4 -
1946 3.4 59 210 2.5 25 6 24
3.947 3.9 68 380 4. 40 8 45
1948 ',4 77 540 5. 46 10 65
1949 4.8 84 670 5.5 52 12 83

- Per CToita Out-put in Sioeoified Units -

iik B=.ef ?ork J--s Poultry Fresh-!arater Salt-W-ater
Year ,.litrse zo . :. z' ber fish , fish kc_.

1938, ore-
war boun-
daries 257 6.9 12.9 114 1.1 0.30 0.57
1945 119 2.1 3.7 63 o.6 0.16 -
1946 140 2.4 8.6 103 1.0 0.25 0.99
1947 158 2.7 15.3 162 1.6 0.32 1.80
1948 176 3.0 28.0 200 1.8 o.4o 2.60
1949 1814 3.1 28.3 217 2.1 0.48 3.30

Source: Compiled fron dlata in Polish I'vational Xconomic Pl?n
To,bles 11 -nd 12, '-i45+
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as well as total output of meat (beef and pork), of fish

(fresh water and salt water) and of poultry and eggs.

Production of milk, however, is scheduled to increase to a

level substantially below that prevailing before the war:

presumably because of biological factors retarding the

replenishment of the national herd of milk cows.

In order to achieve those production goals, the Polish

Goverrment intends to undertake a far reaching program of

agricultural rehabilitation and expansion, the major features

cf which may be briefly described as follows:

1. All arable land uncultivated in 1945 is to be brought

back into cultivation by 1949, as shown in Table 6. This

reactivation of idle land, if realized, would almost double

in five years the area of crop-bearing soil under cultivation

at the end of the war.

2. The average size of the Polish farm is to be increased

substantially, thus lessening the excessive pre-war pressure

of man against the land. As Table 7 shows, the average farm

is expected to become two-fifths larger than its pre-war

counter part. The average farm inhabitant is expected to have

three-fifths more cultivated land from which to earn a living

than his pre-war fellow.

3. Much or most of the war damage to farm buildings is

to be repaired with State financial aid for repairs and

reconstruction. As Teble 8 indicates, of 550,000 farms which

require repair or reconstruction of buildings, the State

intends to help 337,000 - i.e. 151,000 farms on which previous

facilities need to be rehabilitated and 186,000 farms for

which new facilities have to be provided.
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TA:EIA 6

P>T-2 ?:iAC'IV+TIC1T OF' II) LAi3D

- in million hectares -

Class of Total
>nad by ?resent-day "Old" Recovered
Year Poland Te-rritories Territories

I nv eo 19t 5

Idle 7.9 4.1 3.8

fallow 8., 7.4 11
Arable 16.4 11.5 4.9

0 Recult ivat ed.

lo45- 1L49 7.9 L.1 3.8
19L'5/46 1.9 1.4 0.5
1946/47 4.4 2.5 1.9
194!7/L3 1.2 0.2 1.0
1948/49 0.4 0 o.4

Invenitor,. 1949

Idle
S on -

fallo0wr 16.4 11.5
-rable 16.4 11.5 4.9

Source: Ada-nted from Polish i,Tntional 3conomic P1lFa.,able X, P,40.
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PD lliCEwSDIX, A,VMAGE SIM2 G? FARI;4S

Agricultural
Pon~ulati-on Cultivated parn Ha.of eCUMV2ltyted.

million a.nd,l/ Units land TPer:
Year 'Persons million ha. millions, Person Parm

1938, pre-war

bcuadaries 20.5 19.5 3.5 0.95 5.5

1946 12.2 14.0 2.0 1,15 7,0

1947 12,2 15.3 2.0 1,25 7.5

1948 12.2 17.? 2.3 1.45 7.7

1949 12.2 18.3 2.4 1.50 7.8

if Ineluides not only mrable land but also land in tree and bush crops
(orchards, vineyards etc.,)

Source: Coo.iled from dat in Polish NTational Zconomic Pla_n.
Table 16, p. 4 8
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TABI.A 8

P,A!T)D REPAIR AITID RECCITSTRUCTICIT C0 S'A.M BUILDIiTGS
(in t1iousand farms)

Cla-s of Total
ReqLuirement Pretant-dary l0ldYt Recovered

Poland 'Territories Territories
.., _ _ ..._ . ....- .. ..

RenuXired rearo
damaged,or constraction
of nevr faci.lities

1946-1949 550 280 270

NTo State aid
contemnlated 213 130 83

State aid
contemplated 33 150 187

Repair of damaged
facilities 151 93 58

Construnction of
new facilities 186 57 129

Re-nair throurh State aid 151 93 -58
1947 56 ,36 20

194.8 49 30 19

e 1249 46 27 19

Construction through
State Aid_ 186 57 729

1947 62 19 43

1948 62 19 43

1942 o2 1-9 43

Sourcet Adaoted from Polish iTational Economic Plan, Table 2, p.39
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4. The supply of farm draft power is to be increased on

a scale sufficient to offset the bulk of Poland's huge wartime

losses. On the one hand, as Table 9 shows, the aim is to

increase by three-fifths the existlng population of farm

draft horses; on the other, it is to equip Polish agriculture

with a fleet of tractors adequate to carry 16 percent of the

1949 workload.

5. To offset wartime losses, the entire livestock

population, not merely that of farm draft hor3es, is to be

increased as rapidly as reptoductive cycles and imports

permit. As Table 10 indicates, the 1949 livestock population,

as planned, will bear the following relation to the 1938

population within existing boundaries: horses, 72 percent;

cattle, 58 percent; pigs, 107 pe.cent; sheep, 68 percent.

6. Heavily increased supplies of fertilizers and farm

machinery are to be made available to Polish agriculture.

As Table 11 shows, the intent is to raise the consumption of

fertilizers by 1949 far above the pre-war level by increasimg

* the availability of nitrates by 100 percent, of phosphates

by 18 percent, and of potash by 100 percent. Moreover, 2 to

3 times as large a yearly supply of new fArm machinery as

they could previously draw upon is to oe placed at the disposal

of Polish farmers.

7. By reactivating idle land, increasing the average

size of Polish farms, repairing and re:onstructing farm

buildings, expanding the supply of farz draft power, rebuilding

the livestock population, and making a greater supply of

fertilizers and farm machinery available, it is expected that

the average yield of all major crops will be increased appreciab-
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TAB=~ 

?LiiT:73 I:TCP?,L I;T FABR DRAiFT POW2B.

Tuimber of ---umber of
zIorses woricing Tractors Total Atea cultivable(c)

on farms,(a) used for Draft Power r1illion ha.
(thousands) Cultivation (in 1000

Year (thousards) horses) Total Horses Tractore

1946 1,000 5.5 1,110 10.0 9.0 1,0

1947 1,300 12.5 1,550 14.0 11.7 2.3

1948 1,450 14.5 1,740 15.7 13.1 2.6

1949 1,6oo 15.0 1,900. 17.1 14.4 2.7

(a) "i.cluding horses under three years of age as well

as thQse working in cities

(b) Com..utea boy ass-uming one tractor equal to draft power
of 20 horses.

(c) Co-m-utea by assuxiing lork1oad of 9 ha. oer horse

auG. 180 ha. Der tractor.

Source: Coriputed from data in Polish ZTational Economic Plan.
Table 14, p .4 7.
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TAZI2 10

PLA1UTD MlUILDI1TG OF LIVESTOCK POPULATIOW

(in million head)

Yrr . Horses 8 Cattle Pigs Sheep

1938, pre-war
boundaries 3.9 10.6 7.6 3,4

1938, present
boun&daries 3.2 1Ot° 9.8 1.9

1945 1,4 3.4 1.7 0,7

1946 1.6 3,9 4.0 0.8

1947 1.8 4.4 7.2 1.0

1948 2.0 5.1 9t4 1.1

1949 2.3 5.8 10,5 1.3

Source: Adanted fror Polish iUationa. Economic PMLn. Table 10, p.1 4.
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TABl 11

PLATTED ,ILIC2AS2 I;T SUPPLY OF FK-cTILIZ7RS AiTf FAPJI iACHIM-Y

Pla-mned Cobasumntion Planned Suply of
of Fertilizer iTew Machineryr
(in thoasand m.t.) (in million tre--ar zloty)

ITitrr.tes Pbosphates Potash, ; Domestic
Year Total CaCD.T2 sii-i,er-ihos. !4Q0 salt Total Production Iriports

1937-38 average,
Pre-xwar boun-
_ariee 592 151 340 101 e 23 18 5

1946 514 113 296 105 23 18 5

1947 6oo 150 300 50 34 28 6

1948 780 250 350 180 : 48 41 7

1949 900 300 400 200 : 58 51 7

Source: Adaptel from Polish HIational 'conomic Plan:. Table 15, p,47

0
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Eowever, as Table 12 indicates, improved yields for 1949

measured in quintals per hectare will still fall measurably

short of pre-war yields in the same territory. Measured in

kilograms per capita, however, the output of each major crop

is expected to supply the average Polish consumer with much

more food than was available before the war.

Despite the loss by territorial changes of much of the

country's pre-war forest area, aid. the heavy, wasteful

overcutting und;r German rule, the Polish Plan aims at a

prompt, thorouFh exploitation of Poland's surviving forest

resources. Such exploitation will' be subject, of course, to

selective logg2.ng and sustained yield principles. Details

of the planned increase in timber &xnd lumber output are set

forth in Table 13. These heavy expected increases over 1946

output are bawed on the assumptions that:

1. The (qountry's existing forest area (6.8 million

hectares) can be fully maintained or slightly increased;

2. The %vailable area of productive forests can be

maintained at 5.0 million hectares, coiipared with 5.9 million

before the wnzr within the same boundarLes;

3. The natural growth of timber can be kept constant

at 1.5 cubic metres per hoctare, per year, compared with 2.3

before the war,

4. Th$ State can afforest, on a rising annual scale,

approximately 85,000 hectares a year, or more than twice the

pre-war average,

Indugtry

As in'icated earlier, the primary aim of the Polish Plan

is an incxr'ase in the output and flow of consumer goods and
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TABIL 12

PIJAT'.-DJ ITC]SZIi AVTRAG3 YI,L:G CF MAJOR CROPS

iread
Yea.r Dralnt flieat Rye Potatoes Sugar :3 eet

(quintals per ha.)

1934/38
a.vera.e,
pre_rar
boundaries 11,8 11.9 11.2 121 216

present
boundaries 13.7 14.6 12,8 138 254

1945 9.3 9.6 8.7 106 129

3 1946 9.5 9.5 9.2 107 134

1947 10.1 w.A 9.9 113 150

1948 10.7 11I3 10.5 115 167

1949 11.4 11,8 11,2 i1.S 172
(Ig. per capita)

1938( con-

sunpt ion) n, a, 55.0 158 248 12.2

1945(oroduction)n.a. 1i.0 75 156 7.0

1946 n na. 17.6 84 183 7.0

1947 " n.a, `.5 139 286 11.6

1948 " n, '42.8 149 293 15.4

1949 '8 n., p8.7 161 293 19.7

Source: Adrpted fiom Polish 'ational Economic Plan. Table 8 and 9,
pages 42 and 43.
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TGIBT 1#3

2iaI- 7. I:TCRTh, 1; PRClThTICIO OF STATZA FCR2STS

(annual yield in thousand cubic metres)

Large Gro;rth
Year Total Cn. L,umber

1946: cur-
rent felling
plus stoclks
left by Ger_
mPns 9,500 8,000 700

1946: cur-
rent felling

only 6,500 5,500 700

1947 12,000 10,000 1, '30

1948 12,000 10,000 1,54o

1949 12,000 10,000 1,850

^eSource jsde;ated from Polish Tational z;conoiic Plan.
Table 17,p .49
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services, that is, an improvement in the standard of living

of the Polish people, The intent to increase consumption

in the immediate future is not limited to basic foodstuffs;

it extends to the whole range of industrial end-products

and implies the use of Poland's entire industrial facilities

for the immediate, large-scale satisfaction of consumer needs.

Details of the planned expansion of the output of manu-

factured consumer goods, during the years 1946 to 1949, are

summarized in Table 14. The output of textile fabrics, for

example, is to be raised to a level equal to or higher than

the pre-war output, and several times larger than current

availabilities; it is also intended that Poland shall produce

in 1949, several times the amount of refined sugar, processed

foods, manufactured tobacco, soap, brick and tile, briquettes,

and gasoline produced in 1946.

Planned increases in the yield of end-products necessarily

imply a aynchroniized program for an increased output of semi-

manufactures. The Polish Plan contemplates, accordingly, a

steadily expanding output of semi-manufactures, proportional

to and consonant with the rising stream of end-products. As

is shown in Table 15, the aim of the Plan is to accelerate the

production of every class of semi-manufactures, e.g. that of

ferrous and non-ferrous metals for the manufacture of capital

equipment and consumer durables; key intermediate chemicals,

such as sulfuric acid, and chemicals to be applied industrially,

such as soda; nitrogenous and phosphate fertilizers vital to

restoring crop yields; metallurgical coke, leather intermediates..

etc. Broadly viewed, the production goals for 1949 call for

an output of semi-manufactures not only much larger than in
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TA-,LE 14

PLAInID TTltCZA.tST, I;, ?7C:&UOTC:c: 'P 1TD - 2:0C*DLTCTSP-V111 .--T 7, A, T

-Annual Output in Specified Units-

1937 or
1938, pre-vtar

Conl odlity Unit of seasure 'boundaries 1946 1947 19 1 1949

.',olid fuel
briouettes :lillion iL 0.2 0.5 1.5 1.5 2.1

Liquid gas and
gasoline 000 L-T 1:1 3 5 12 16

Soap 0C0 -. T 55 6 1 1842
Tires and tubes 000. U.T 3.0 1.1 3.0 3.2 7.0
Cotton 'abrics m:i1lion i;i. 4h0 207 300 340 400
0oolon fabrics miillion ma. lrO 20 32 5 60

Linen fabrics maillion aE. 65 52.,5 52 60 74
Silk fabrics :illion m. 23 9.9 9 1 16
Knit-nitted gooCzs 000 lIT 3. 2.9 6 9

V Footwear iallion pair 2.C 3.3 3.3 3.5 4.0
Paner 000 UT 205 150 220 260 260
Cardboard 000 UT L2 29 36 37 37
I-7ood and mani- billion zl.,

Lactures 1016 prices 1.0 1. 75 2.5 3.0
Plate glass million 212 1 2.5 2. 2.5
Porcelain 000 1-T 2.7 5 7 10
Brich.s, tiles, billion
hollo,:r bricl,s brick
etc. eouivalent 1.9 0.3 O. 1.0 1.4

FZefined su-ar OO0 4 h91 171 2°7 335 500
Fooclstuffs: billion zl.,

,i;tate- ontrolle' 1937
inc',ustri.^-s(a) prices CO. (b) 0.17 0.31 O. 40 0.l7

i:atches 000 cas6s(c) 73.2 11! 132 151 176
* Leaf tolbacco

manufactures 000 'U 19.6 5.3 12.7 l3.3 13.3
7 oodstu,f's* S.:ilJ1on

Co-onerative current
enterprises(d) zl. 3.3 5.3 _ s 6.4

Canncd. an(.' -ire-
served ^ruits
: ve7etables _ 2.3 1.3 1.6 1.3

Lll other e,-cent
maacaroni 0.7 3.5 3.2

_acaroni 0.3 0.3 0.. o.4

(a) Includes nrocessinr: or Outpult cf oil seeds, potatoes, brews and i.alt, canned
food, yeast, confectlionery, wine, vinae-ar, anc co-:.ee s-abstitutes. (b) Value of
production f'or entire i'C'ust5-y (non-S,tate controlle9 as w-ell as State controlled:1
enterprises). (c) ,zch case contains 5,0C00 bo.:es. (c) Output of enterprises be-
lonc'ing to Spolei., t'-e clentral Io.1nil Of Co-orerat- ves.

Source: CowmileC. from Polish ITational Iconomi-ic Plan, Tables 19, 21, 25-31, and
33-36, pip 533-6r-
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TA3LB 15

PLITfIEMID INCRZASE IN PROUCTICIT OF SE II-I-MATIBCTUE2U

- Annlual Cut-ut in Thousand Uietric Tons.

1937 or
1938, -ore-war

Coamodity boundaries 1946 1947 1948 1949

Ooke (a) 2.3 3.6 4.5 5.2 6.15
Pig iron 880 650 ,800 1`200 11300
Ingot Steel 1,440 1,100 1,L!OO 1,750 2,000
Rolled steel 1,100 Soo 1,150 1,?50 1,500
Zinc 108 54 80 90 110
Zinc sheets 26 1g 30 36 48
Lead 20 8 8 15 20
Dye stuffs 2.0 1.1 1.6 1.8 2.0
lTitrogenous fertilizer 257 180 180 410 410
Phosphate fertilizer 165 210 360 400 400
Carbide - 31 70 70 70
Sulfuric acid - 44 92 92 92
Ammoniac soda 87 100 135 180 200
Caustic soda 30 18 40 65 90
Rayon yarn 6.2 4.2 5.3 7.2 8.6
Stanle fibre - 6.6 7,2 8.4 9.0
Processed hides 60 14.5 31 40.5 50
Sole leather 23.6 3.75 8.0 10.0 15.0
Industrial belting 0.47 0.42 0.45 0.Vs 0.50

(a) Includes cokce from collieries, foundries, and chemical nlants, but
excludes coke from gas-worlis,

Source: Comniled from Polish YTational conomic Plan. Tables 20,22 aid 25-27
p-.53-59.
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1946, but also substantially higher than before the war.

It would, evidently, be futile to plan fcr a greatly

increased flow of end-products (geared to an increasing

supply of semi-manufactures) without planning an adequate

flow of basic raw materials to accomplish the task. In part,

the Polish Plan anticipates that the rising supply of raw

materials through 1949 will be assured by imports (i.e., raw

cotton, iron ore, scrap metal, ferro-alloys, potash, hides

and skins, etc.) out of loan proceeds, barter agreements,

and ordinary commercial trade. In large measure, however,

Poland intends, as is shown in Table 16 to meet the accelerated

demand for basic raw materials by intensifying the exploita-

tion of her own productive resources.

The figures in Table 16 in fact show an intent to increase,

rapidly and substantially, the production of power (particularly

electric energy), fuel (particularly coal), and industrial

essentials such as ore, fibers, cellulose, cement, alcohol,

salt, hides, wood, etc. In 1949 the output of coal is to be

74 percent larger than that of 1946, the yield of electric

energy is to be larger by 51 percent, and that of crude oil,

46 percent. These basic sources of fuel and power, important

to the functioning of any industrial economy, are all the more

vital to Poland since they condition the country's long-run

goal of progressive industrialization as well as the immediate

goal of a rapidly increasing output of goods and services for

Polish consumers.

During the war, Poland's capital equipment was seriously

damaged by combat activities, by looting, over-intensive

exploitation, and by deferred maintenance. Many or most of
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T,A3I 16

PLAiT _D ETCZAS I PRODUCTIOU CF TC.ZR,FUM AT BASIC RZJ !UTRIALS

- Animal Out-put in Specified Units -

193?, or
1938, -pre-war

CommoditV Unit of ileasure boundaries 1946 1947 1948 1949

Electric Out-out in
Energy billion l,wh. 3.88 5.3 6.0 7.0 8.0

Installed caoacity
in 000 IT67 _ 1.6 1.9 2.1 2.7

Coal rmiillion iI, T. 38.1 46 60 70 80
Crude Oil(e.) 000 :.T. 507 130 135 155 195
iTatural gas riillion ,t3 584 130 130 150 200
Zinc ore for

smelters(b) 000 It.T. - - 692 842 1,042

Flax for te7tiles
manufacture(b) 000 :T.T. - 22 22 26 36
Cellulose for tex-
tiles maniufacture 000 :r,T* - 14 16 19 22
Raw hide for tan-
neries(b) 000 I.1. - 14.5 31 40.5 50
Wood for -oaner

making (b) 000 1.13 _ 895 1,100 1,300 1,300

Round timber for
wood-worksing (b) 1-13 - 100 250 320 '84
Cement million I-I.T. 1.7 1.3 1.45 1.6 2.0
Ravi alcohol miillion 1.,100 86 35 70 120 130

Salt 000 1I.T. 417 240 290 322 340

(a) Synthetic as ,well as natural.
(b) Data forom figures on demand t-'.en as eciual to sur-:.ly from indigenous

sources.

Source: Con-iled from Polish NSational Z2onomic Plan. Tables 18,19,22 and
26-30 ,p ;.53-60.
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the newly-acquired industrial facilities in the recovered

territories require extensive repairs in order to operate

efficiently. Unless Poland can replace or add to existing

means of production promptly and substantially, it is difficult

to see how her hopes of improved standards of living in the

near future can be realized.

It is, therefore, a fundamental postulate of the Polish

Plan that enough new capital equipment will be forthcoming

between 1946 and 1949 to make good the heavy wartime losses

of previously available capacity and to realize some of the

new industrial potential from the newly available facilities.

The fundamental purpose of the Polish loan request in fact,

is to obtain enough foreign exchange to finance large-scale

imports of equipment, especially from the United States.

Committed, however, to a long-run industrialization program

and the planned improvement of the standards of living of

her people, Poland intends to increase her own output of

capital equipment as far and as rapidly as possible.

The immediate program for the increased output of such

equipment, summarized in Table 17, establishes comparatively

high targets. It contemplates producing enough new railway

rolling stock to replace almost a fifth of the pre-war locomo-

tive inventory and almost a third of all pre-war freight cars.

It looks forward to initiating, on a small scale at first,

new metal-working industries producing such items as tractors

and motor trucks. It aims at heavily increasing or even

multiplying the production, compared with pre-war, of

agricultural implements, farm machinery, machine tools, wood-

working machinery, eleotro-technical equipment, motorcycles,
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TABIL 17

PLAI\1fEID IIXCR2ASL I-T PCR$DUCTICŽT CF CAPIT-AL 7Q:JIPI-NT

_ Annual Output in Specific Unit s -

Com=-odity or 1937 or 1938, -,re-
Service Unit of Measure war boundaries .t 1947 1948 1949

Railway
locomotives
(standard-

g1x';te) each 28 157 220 270 300
Railway
frei-ht
cars 000s 0,57 7.1 10,6 13.8 14.8

Ilotors trucks 000's _- - 0.2 3.0
iLotorcycles 00oGs 0.8 _ _ 1.0 4.0 6.o
Bicycles 000's 39.1 30 60 80 100
Tractors OO0s _ - 0.3 1.2 2.0
:-achine tools and
w^od-working

machiines OO0s 4.54 1.74 . 4.05 6.10 6.55
Agricultural im- million
plements and fire-war
machinery zl. 18.0 18.2 28.3 41.0 50.8
Electro-technical n
enuimment and 121. 79 120 150 200
sunD'lies:
(Generators,
(trannsformers,
(motors, cables,
(wiring,4tc. 62.0 49 78 100 140
(lamps, bulbs,
(ba.tteries,
(parts,etc. " 23.8 18 22 24 28
(wireless
(eouipment " 29.9 3 7 12 16
(Telegraph_telev
(phone ecuipment " 5.7 6 8 10 12
(Renair and
(reolacements 4 _ 3 5 4 4

Source: Comnviled from data in Polishll ational Zconomic Plan.
Tables 23 and 24, p.56.
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bicycles, etc; in short, the Plan calls for the development

of an industrial economy manufacturing the bulk of the capital

equipment which it needs.

Transport

In Poland, as in other war-devastated countries, the

reactivation of transport is a vital prerequisite, if not

the key, to economic reconstruction as a whole. Without

adequate means of transport, the Polish effort to raise

standards of living during the next few years is bound to

fail. The Plan therefore proposes to continue the expansion

of transport facilities through 1949 as required by the

expected growth in traffic. The expected increase in avail-

able transport facilities is described in Table 18; the

anticipated growth of railway traffic is indicated in

Table 19.

As Table 18 shows, Poland is aiming to equip her railways,

by 1949, with appreciably more locomotives, freight and

passenger cars than they had before the war; to multiply

several times her pre-war fleet of motor vehicles, particularly

trucks; to re-establish the cargo capacity of her merchant

marine at the pre-war level; to triple the capacity of the

Baltic ports; and to re-build, repair, or improve a substantial

part of her railway lines, highway routes, and bridges.

As shown in Table 19, Polish authorities expect their railways

to be called upon and to be able to transport in 1949 much

more traffic than in 1938 or 1946; there is, in fact to be,

an increase of 45 percent over 1946, or of 76 percent over

1938 in freight ton-miles, and an increase of 3 percent over

1946 and 80 percent over 1938, in passenger-miles.
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TABIL 18

PLAIL=D IlCRJAS INT i9ANUTS OF TRATSPOZT AND TRASPOT F.iCILITI2S

Available in Snecified Periods
Class of 1938,pre-
Facility Unit of IIeasure war boundaries 1946 1947 1948 1949

Railwa,y Rolling
Stock - - - -

Locomotives - 5.1 2.8 3.65 5.o 6,o
Passenger-4cars _ 10.7 4.0 6.o 9,5 11.2
Freight cars - 150.3 105 150 165 200

Hi&hWpY 14otor
,Vehicles Q00t s

Trucks 6.8 25.9 27.4 31.4 41.4
Passenger

automobiles - 26.2 14.9 16.9 18.9 20.9
Itotorcycles 9.9 7.0 8.0 12.0 18.0

Sea-going H erchnnt cargo
i-Iarine canacitv _ _ _ _

Dry-cargo 000 DWT,simul- (b) -( c) (d) (d) 7d)
vessels(a) taneous lift 148.9 109.9 113,7 135.2 145.8
port million I,TT.
facilitiesCe) ner annum _- 8. 11,4 12.4 24.5

Coal and Coke _ 5.o 8.Q 12.5 16.0
Ore - 1.0 1.5 2.3 3.0
Other bull: cargo - 1.0 1.4 1.9 2.2
-on-bulk freight - 1.5 1.5 2.7 3.3

llewly.available Km. rebuilt or
Raiy line relaid (f) - - - -

Rebuilt bridges - 5.0 4.0 5.0 5.5
Relaid track(f') - 750 750 825 850

Newly-available Mi. imnnroved or
Highway Routes 1e2jaired _ _ _ -

Irmproved surface - 146 510 920 1,300
Repaired roa,d(f) - 1,545 1,950 2,000 1,800
Re?aired bridges - 9.8. 13.2 15,4 14.7

(a) Incomnlete count excluding reparations due on account of former fleet of
Free City of Danzig, as well as additions to post_war fleet from salVage and
overhaul of sun!:en vessels. (b) Estimated fromi pre-war figure of 99,290 GRT
by assutming that 1.09 GRT equals 1.5 DIJT. (c) Represenits DBT ecuivalent
(converted. by 1.0:1.5 ratio) of 53,500 GRT obtained as reparations plus
29,600 9 Dl-T obtained by nurchase. (d) Previous oapacity pl.us that of new
acquisitions, ignoring -oossible withdrawals or transfers from service. (e)
Combined figures.for Gdynia, Gdansk, and Siczecin.

Source: Com-iuted from Polish Nrtional Bconomic Plan, Tables 37,38 and 41
pp. 69-72.
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2ABIZh 19

_ An;xual Cutwut in Specified Ullits-

1938,
-pre-war
terri-

Service Unit of lIeasuire tories 19)46 1247 1948 1949

Transport of
Passengers: - - - - - -

million passengers 226 202 217 232 247
billion passenger-km 7.5 13.1 14.1 13.8 13.5

Transport of
Freight: IIillion MUT 71.4 84 la 125

coal 26.5 32.0 39 45 52
other 50.4 39.4 45 60 73

Transnort of
Freight: billion iIT-l1 20.4 24.7 29.1 32.5 36.o

Source: Comnruted from data in Polish W3ational Ieonomic Plan.
Table 37, p.69.
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Manpower Requirements

Manpower Supply and Planned Utilization

The immediate reconstruction and subsequent industriali-

zation of Poland depends-upon a far-reaching, prolonged

manpower program; i.e. involves repatriation, regional and

industrial transfer, recruitment, training, etc. to build up an

adequate labor force. Although a potential surplus of labor

may well exist in Poland today, it consists almost entirely

of agricultural workers no longer needed for the efficient

operation of the country's farms. Out of these untrained,

unskilled human resources, Poland must make good a huge

wartime loss of skilled labor, while providing, at the seme

time, the increased supply of skilled workers required by

the country's plans for progressive industrialization.

The resources of manpower available for the implementation

of the Plan of Economic Reconstruction are described in Table

20. The figures cover all manpower in the age groups 18 to

59 inclusive and take account of forecast changes due to

mortality, migration from rural to urban centres, repatriation

from abroad, and the evacuation of Germans from Poland. The

table shows that of a 1946 labor force aggregating 12.8

million persons, about 6.9 million were engaged in agriculture,

2.5 million in the public (nationalized) sector of the country's

economy, and 1.3 million were housewives. In 1949, of an

expected labor force of 13.2 million, only 6.7 million are

expected to be employed in agriculture, 1.2 million as house-

wives, and over 3.3 million in the public sector of the economy,

the markedly increased employment in both nationalized and

private industry indicating clearly the Plan's emphasis on
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T137h 20

POLAND: ESTIIATD SUPPLY 0?V --k AO7-- AR D -TL'IFTh VTTLIZLT IO2, 1)T6-49

19146 1947 1948 1949
( i n th o u s a ncis

STPPTLy (professionally active nan
pav er 1 )

Total 12.E21 12.058 13,050 13.245

UM AU )4.b.19 4.S43 4.915 5.210

I-en 2.024 2.126 2.251 2.382
Y:omen 2.395- 2.517 2.664 2.82

DUPJLL C.)402 8.215 8.135 8.035

"en 3.841 3.763 3.726 3.680
.. o2en 4 ,55)4 4.-452 4.409 4.355

PLA:T2D UTTILIZMTAT 07 _IT0,D '

Nationalized sector 2.535 . 2.008 3.027 3.294

Private sector:
Agriculture 6.905 6.2)45 6.765 6.665
Industry 150 200 250 300
Handicraft 493 650 900 1.100
Trade and free professions 39u )430 480 530
Htousewives 1.350 1.300 1.250 1.200

Students not employed 100 115 138 156

.7eCistered unernp10oyed so --- ---

Unregistered unemployed and persons
wrorlin- in unl4ccnsed trade 8O10 510 240

1) The popu1a.ion betlreen 1 _ ancd 59 years of a-e inclusive is considered to be
professional.y active.

Source: Coiupiled from edata in Polish irational -conoric Plan, Tables 53 and 54
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general industrial expansion.

The supply of technically-qualified manpower for industry

is perhaps the most dangerous bottleneck and the most serious

potential impediment of all to the completion of the 1946 -

1949 Plan as presently outlined. Can Poland recruit and train

enough skilled labor for her machine shops, locomotive and

freight car works, engineering plants, repair shops, rolling

mills, railways, truck fleets, etc? Can the man-hour produc-

tivity of the existing labor force be increased over current

levels, particularly in coal mining, heavy metallurgy, and

cargo handling? Can a large boay of women be diverted from

household duties and domestic service so as to expand the suppl:

of labor for light manufacturing as well as skilled precision

work? These are some of the key manpower issues conditioning

the success or failure of the Polish reconstruction effort.

For its basic production program, excepting agriculture

and transport communications, the Polish Plan assumes the

addition of 590,000 workers to the labor force by 1949 as

compared with 1946. As Table 21 shows, much of this increment

is needed for industries requir4ng mainly common labor

(e.g., construction, net increase 223,900) or semi-skilled

workers (e.g., textile manufactuiring, 83,000). In contrast,

the demand for added labor in coal mining (10,000) and

heavy metallurgy (1,000) is expeoted to be relatively light.

But the Plan does call for a lar-e increase in the supply of

skilled labor; coaparing 1949 w' th 1946, there are to be

about 86,000 more workers in the metal trades (a 109 per cent

increase), about 11 Q00 more wo:i cers in the manufacture of

electro-technical equipment (a :10 per cent increase) and



TAB T" 21

PL1lCTD T iTC 1 T T 4 !207.0 OP -0 :a o -2USTPJZ1 (73 crT
*2CS.U tVrdp r 7 T7 ' ̂ ( T ~(();EIC8£.sv 

-thousand nersons -ainfullly employed-

LEar f-orse Ied; 3rev.ts.SIT Labor ;orce
LY194G TOtaO W9 C/9 ,: hL994o

Total 1,027 590 185 173 272 1,637

Coal mining 2,0 10 10 - - 250
Textile manu-
facturing 207 S3 23 20 LO 290

H1eavy metallur r(a) 99 1 1 , - 100
construction(b) 97 229 35 73 121 326
Logging and sawr-
mills (b) 86 19 21 -1 -1 105

lietal working (c) 86 79 26 23 30 165
Sugar refining (cd) 55 24 15 7 2 79
Buildin- mlaterials
(manufacture) 47 44 13 16 15 91

Food-processing (e) 35 10 5 3 2 45
Chemicals 29 24. 9 7 53
Elctric nor.wer 22 10 2 5 3 30
State mononolies (f) 20 10 6 3 1 30
Paper and board
(nanufactorc) 17 10 6 !. - 27

Petroleum 15 6 2 2 2 21
Leather-wrorLing and

fur-ma::inZ (C) 14 8 - 3 3 2 22
* Electro--'echnical

equiprment (manum-
facture) '1 10 4 2 4 21

J-food-worling 11 13 5 24

(a) Iron and steel TTor':s plus smelters, refiner.'.s, rmills etc. for non-ferrous
maetals. (b) ITationalized activities only. (c) . anufacture of rolling stoc1k, motor
vehicles, machine tools, wrood-iork'ing m,achinery, a-ricultural impleTments, fa'rr,w
machinery, etc. (d) Of -'hich 70 percont seasonal workers, 30 percent -ierym.anent worl-
ers. (e) Of wlhich 2_5 3ercent State-controlled l.:.idustries, 15 percent co,o7,erative
enterprises. (f) Tanning hidee, processing, skiins, producing leather ancd urs,
manufacturing footw-;ear, an.arel, industrial belting, etc.

Source: CoQputed from Polish Taio1nal conomic Plan, T1ables 13-36, pn. 53-6h and
Table 52, p. 69.
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about 14,000 more workers in the leather and fur industries

(a 175 per cent increase).

As shown in Table 22, betwe_n 1946 and 1949, the Polish

Plan calls for the addition of 6:3,400 workers in transport

and communications. Apart from the merchant marine where a

steady increase of employment is contemplated through 1949,

the entire addition is to occur in 1947, presumably, either

because unskilled labor comprises the bulk of the need

or because, in the judgment of the Government the necessary

skilled workers can be recruited at once.

Without attempting to evaluate the feasibility of the

manpower goals outlined in Tables 21 and 22, it must be

stressed that they define extremely difficult objectives.

This is clear from the experience of other countries, particu-

larly the United States, which have reoently sought to apply

programs for the mass recruitment and training of skilled

workers to effect urgent increases in industrial production.

The difficulty does not lie in the total by which the Polish

labor supply will have to expand, but rather, in the necessity

of doubling, tripling or even multiplying further, within

an extremely short period of time, various categories of

skilled workers.

EMIloyment and Wage Policies

As the Polish Government states in the Introduction to

the Plan, during its whole durat½on one of the main objectives

is to be the maintenance of full employment. An effort is

to be made throughout to direct the supply of labor to those

enterprises which, owing to their condition and technical

equipment, show the greatest procuction possibilities.
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TABIZ 22

PhAiEED IiTCRBASz I:I LABOR FC,RCU C2' TlaTSPORT AIM CQ1rtJ1ICATI1O1TS SERVICSS

- thousand Der$o0s gainfully employed,.

,,________,,________________________ et Increment 1946-1949

Labor force,: : Labor force
Indust, 1 46 r Total 19k6/7 _1947/48 1948499 :

Total 44 '9.2 -0.1 43 5L8.5

Railrways 361.4 4,3 4.3 _ _ 365.7

Communications 56.5 10.0 10.0 - - 66.5
Pc6tat,teie -
grnh & t~ele*~-
phone-servir- 55.3 9.1 9.1 _ 64.4
ces-T tanufactu0 re of necessary

equixment 1.2 0.9 0.9 - 2.1

L_byiay 34.2 112, 112-_ 459
Q onstruct ion
& maintenance 24.4 10.9 10.9 - 35.3
Ilotor trans_
p,ort 9.8 0.8 0.8 - _ 10.6

Sea-going INerchant
ilarine 20.7 30.8 26.6 -0.1 4.3 51.5

Inland
Vaternays .1. . . - - 16.0
.,.cept river-

boats 9.8 5.2 5.2 _ 15.0
River-boat
fleet 0,*7 0.3 0.3 _ 1.0

Air trans-oort 1.5 1,0 1.0 - _ 2.5

Travel Offices 0.3 0.1 0.1 o: _.4

Souree: omputed fror. Po-lish jiational E¢cogomic Plan. Table 52,-p. 89,90.
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Because of the lack of skilled labor in Polish industry

a general plan for the training of semi-skilled and skilled

workers is to be inaugurated immediately and very economical

use is to be made of labor in services, especially in trade.

Moreover, all plants are to endeavor to allocate part of the

work thus far done by men to women.

The transfer of new workers from agriculture to industry

and particularly to coal mining is to be insured through

proper wage policies, and adequate working and livlng

conditions are to be provided for such workers.

The framing of new wage schedules, and the adoption of

working conditions designed to adapt such schedules and

conditions to post-war circumstences, is to be undertaken

during the first years of the Plan. After 1948 further

changes in wages are to depend primarily on additional

increases in productivity.

During the period of initial wage adjustment, sizable

and economically and socially unjustified wage differentials

are to be eliminated. The aim is to develop wage scales

paying uniform rates to workers with similar qualifications

doing similar work under similar conditions, with due

consideration to differences in the cost of living prevalling

in various parts of the country. The system of paying workers

partly in kind introduced during the war period is to be

replaced entirely by a system of cash payments. Finally,

essential social services are to be provided uniformly to

all types of Polish labor.
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Investment. Reguire-inents

General Investment Policies

In the implementation of the Plan of Economic Reconstruc-

tion, the direction of investment is to be determined by the

general production goals of the Plar; during the last year of

the Plan the direction which new investment is to take is

to be determined also by the goals of the long-term plan which

is to follow the Plan of Economic Reconstruction now in force.

During the life of the Plan gross investment is to reach

about 20 percent of the total gross national income and is to

be financed mainly through internal resources. However,

acquisition of essential capital goods abroad is to be made

possible by foreign borrowing wlich is to amount to about 20

per cent of total investment,

Investment in construction is to be concentrated at

first in centers which have suf:Lered the most serious war

damage and which are of the greatest importance to the

economio structure of the countiy, such as the city of

Warsaw, in the recovered territories (because of the emphasis

on resettlement), and in the new farms created by the agrarian

reform.

During the life of the Plan, industrial investment is to

be made in principle, only for the reconstruction of plants,

the capital equipment of which bas been only partly destroyed;

the reconstruction of-plants of which more than 50 per cent

of buildings and installations were destroyed is to be under-

taken only in special cases. Construction of new industrial

plants is to be included in the plan of investment only if

the plants are required to complete the envisaged new
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industrial structure of the country.

The underlying criteria for all new investments are to

be:

a) their importance in the total production plan, and

b) the speed of returns (yield),

Unless a decisive argument in favor of a particular

locality exists, further plant investment in Silesia is to

be avoided.

In agriculture priority is to be given to investment

in working capital, i.e., livestock, machinery, fertilizers.

Investment in buildings is to be undertaken only on destroyed

farms, the size of which justifies the erection of new

buildings, and on new farms created as a result of the

structural changes in agriculture brought about by the agrarian

reform.

Essential investment is to !nclude expansion of the

existing transport system (railways, waterways, highways, ports,

etc.) and is to take the form of reconstruction and repair

of road beds, work shops, and rolling stock rather than of

extension of the existing transport network except for necessary

additions resulting from the new structure of the country.

Investment in buildings in towns and villages is to

meet the needs for minimum reconstruction and repair and to

provide dwellings enabling working people to work continuously

and productively. The reconstruction of all buildings in

need of repair or reconstruction is to be accomplished by 1949.

Special stress is to be laid on the repair and reconstruc-

tion of buildings used for educatJonal purposes; the network

of Poland's elementary, technical and high schools is to be
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rebuilt and expanded as soon as nossible.

The amount of investment in particular years may exceed

from time to time the total of real savings, on condition

that the degree of credit expansion in a given year will be

compatible with the availability of factors of production

(raw materials, equipment, man power) and with the government's

capacity to control prices and consumption.

Annual Investment Programs, 1946 49

Magnitude of Total An-nual Investment. Table 23, which

fqllows, shows the part of Poland's gross national income which

according to the Plan for Economic Reconstruction is to be

consumed and invested each year. The table indicates that

of a total income t1 1938 of 17.7 billion zlotys, 15.4

billion were consumed and 2.3 invested. For the low income

year of 1946 an investment of 1.78 billion (at 1938 prices)

is foreseen, while in 1949 an investment of 4 billion zlotys

(again at 1938 prices) is called for by the Reconstruction

l Plan.

Besides indicating the magnitude of the total invest-

ment to be undertaken each year, Table 23 throws light on

the proportion of the total Polish national income to be

consumed and invested during the period shown. For the

years 1946 - 49, approximately 80 per cent of the total

national income produced is to be consumed and 20 per cent

invested. Although apparently not excessively high, the

proportion of income invested is much higher than before the

war. The explanation is that wlhereas during the last years

before the war virtually the only sources of investment were

the country's savings, the infliix of foreign credit being
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TABLE 23

G~R0SS .TICiUAL I .CCIE :OFP014I1

consumed and iftVested,

1938 and 1946(in billion
zloty, at 1938 prices)

Total
Gross Tncome Percent of total income

Years Income Consumed Invested invested

1938 17.70 15.40 2.30- 12.99

1946 8.8o 7.02 1.78 20.22

1947 12.53 9.73 2.80 22.34

1948 16.40 13.20 3,20 19.51

1949 20.67 16.67 4.oo 19.35

Source: Comnpiled from data in Polish 's! ational Zconomic Plan,
Tables 43 na7d 59.
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virtually nil, investment estimates for 1947 - 1949 include,

as will be explained below, a material inflow of foreign

capital.

The charts which follow show clearly the relationship

between Poland's national income produced, consumed and

invested. Chart I shows the precipitous decline which the

Polish gross national income suffered during the war and the

increase -- to a figure well above that of 1938 -- which the

Plan is seeking to bring about; the Chart also shows the share

of the total national income to be consumed and invested.

Chart II gives a similar illustration of the expected course

of the country's gross per capita income.

Portion of Total Investment to bQ Met from Domestic Resources

and through imports.

Table 23 given in the preceding pages shows that the

total investment planned for the three years 1947 to 1949

amounts to 10 billion zlotys (at 1938 prices). With the

necessary price adjustments this was calculated by the Polish

Government to equal 3.3 billion dollars. Of this sum, the

Government stated originally, the equivalent of 800 million

dollars, or about one-fourth, was represented by capital goods

(machinery, equipment, etc.) which Poland lacks and which

must consequently be imported from abroad, Of the 800 million

required, 200 million, the Polish Government believed, could

be obtained through reparations and medium-term loans; for

the remaining $600 million, long-term financing must be

sought -- and was, in fact, sought from the Bank.

As was pointed out earlier in this report the Polish

Government has, however, recentl., revised these estimates and
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stated to the Bank that, mainly because of the rise in the

prices of capital goods since the above-mentioned figure of

$800 million was computed in the early Fall ot 1946, the

total import figure as now estimated is $993 diillion. Of

this total, $600 million is to be financed through the Bank's

loan and $393 million through other means.

0
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Domestic Financing of Investment Program

General Financial Policies

The main goal of the country's financial policy as

stated in the Four Year Plan is to be the full mobilization

of Poland's productive resources, i.e., a judicious coordin-

ation of the financial system with existing physical possibili-

ties of production so as to achieve speedy reconstruction and

a controlled increase and proper distribution of the national

income,

To achieve this goal and to create a uniform financial

structure, a financial plan is to be prepared by the Polish

Minister of Finance. The Financial Plan is to form an

integral part of the Plan of Economic Reconstruction and is

to coordinate the different sections of the Plan from a

financial point of view.

During the operation of the Plan the financial policy

of' the State is to be aimed at a maximum effort on the part

of the Treasury and the banking system toward the mobiliza-

tion of all financial resources; at the same time, however,

it is to endeavor also to maintain stability in the p-.irchasing

power of the currency and to el'.minate the danger of inflation.

As a basis for a sound nat'.onal economy, the Government

states, the budget is to be balanced as soon as possible.

At the same time an effort is t) be made to balance other

public, especially municipal, b-i.gets. Complete budgetary

balance is to be achieved in l9 O.

To mobilize larger financial resources for national

purposes, new methods are also to be devised to drain surplus

funds from the money market and to improve the country's tax
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system.

Special Financ,ial Me&sure,

As explained in another part of this report, the Polish

Government now prepares two budgets every year; the ordinary

governmental budget and an Investment Budget, or Investdient

Plan, which provides for the investment expenditures foreseen

by the Polish Four-Year Plan. Tle ordinary governmental

budget, which does not differ materially from Poland's pre-

war budgets either in form, scope or method of approval by

Parliament, is prepared by the Ministry of Finance; the

investment budget, submitted to Parliament in the same

manner as the ordinary budget, Js prepared by the Central

Planning Board and constitutes a new departure in Polish

public finance.

The total amount of investaiient to be made is determined

in the first instance in the liEht of the basic national

income data of the Four-Year Plan. A detailed investment

plan is then worked out each year, on the basis of the actual

production schedules of goods ard services for that year and

the new plant capacity, improvements, etc., required to attain

the desired volume of production.

The first step in the preparation of the detailed annual

investment plan is to be taken bj individual enterprises or

groups of enterprises which wil] determine their investment

and financial needs for the year in question on the basis of

target production figures given 4;hem by the Central Planning

authorities. The financial plan3 of various enterprises and

groups of enterprises are then to be brought together, adjusted

and supplemented by the planning authority in that particular
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field of industry. After this review, the plans are to reach

the Ministries Qontrolling the various branches of production

in the NationalJzed sectors of thle economy and the national

representative bodies in the cooperative and private sectors.

On that level they are to be revised from the point of view

of consistency with the production schedules of the National

Plan, suitability of the suggested investmients and feasibility

of their effectuation with regard to availability of materials

and manpower. This revision is to be carried out in close

cQllaboration with the Central Pl.anning Board; it is at this

Sfi stage that production and financlng priorities are to be

finally decided upon for a specified year. As a result of

this final revision the government's annual investment budget

is to be drawn up and submitted for approval to the Government

and to Parliament.

An important source of the funds from which the require-

ments of the annual investment plan are to be met are the

amortization and depreciation reserves which all Polish

nationalized industries must establish. These reserves

constitute a central fund from which the investment require-

ments of the various industries are met according to the

provisions of the investment plan prepared in the manner

outlined above.

Because of the tremendous destruction wrought by the

war and the consequent necessity of large-scale rehabilita-

tion, it is expected that t>.e ar.rtization. and depreciation

reserves will not be sufficient to meet tb.e current require-

ments of the Polish investment p'lan, even after the addition

of special appropriations made o- t of current profits. To
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meet the requirements of the plan fully, the creation of credit

will therefore be necessary. Credit creation is to be under-

taken by the banks, individual iXdustries obtaining credits

from their banks in accordance vlth requirements as set forth

in their approved production and investment plans. The banks

in turn are tQ meet their own credit needs by turning to the

Central Bank; credit expansion Ty the Central Bpnk is limited

only by such restrictions as the government sees fit to

impose upon it,

At times, in addition to the sources of funds just

described, the requirements of ithe investment plan are also

to be met in part out of extrao2d.inary funds raised from time

to time such as, for instance, t!,e recently collected contribu-

tion for the rehabilitation of tie recovered territories. All

funds with which the Polish invEstment plan is concerned are

divided endowments and ordinary zredits. The former are to

be used for investments which serve general social purposes

and have no direct profitability; the latter are to be extended

to industry and are to be repayarle, both as to interest and

prilncipal, out of the revenues which they help to create.

Credits to be obtained abroad as well as funds needed

to meet domestic expenditures for the installation of capital

goods acquired abroad are shown separately in the investment

plan. The plan, finally, includes a contingent reserve

(about 14 per cent in 1947) to cover unforeseen needs such

as unavoidable increases iz planned expenditure, funds

required to meetunforeseen contiligencies, fires, disasters,

etc.

Once the investment plan is approved by the Government
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tnd the Parliament, its effectue ion in practice is to be

carried out in the following manuer:

The plant or industry wishing to obtain financing in

accordance with its approved investment plan for the year

(which, as was said above, is based upon planned output)

is to prepare an application for the financing of each

project. This application is to be sent to the Central

Planning Board which is to check it (for consistency) with

the investment plan. If approve(., the application is to be

passed on to the Ministry of Filnce which is then to estab-

lish a credit or endowment in favor of the applicant in one

of the banks. The bank is requ.red to make an expert check

of the proposed expenditure to ensure its conformity with

the application and the correctness of unit prices and total

amounts.

On the whole, the relationsaip between the banks and

the industrial enterprises which they fintnce is not too

dissimilar from that which existo-d before the war when the

influence of the banks upon the!" client-enterprises was

generally quite considerable. Thte technical forms of control,

however, are intended to be much more precise and elaborate

under the present system of organization with the banks

obliged to act as agents of the GTovernment and to sc±utinize

most carefully the use made of allocated funds and the con-

formity of the financing sought vrith the purposes for which

it was approved by the Central Planning authorities.

In view of the considerable volume of investment made

in 1946 in which the procedures lescribed above have been

followed, it may be said that th, machinery created for the
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financial implementation of the Four-Year Plan appears to

have, thus far at least, offered the Central Planning auther-

ity the basic faollities and cont,rols which it requires for

the financial implementation of the Plan.
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FlAriigg of Proposed Imports: Effects of the Plan upon

PolandVra Balance ofF Paymentse

General Outline of the Balance of Payments, ,1,947X94.9.

An outline of Poland's prospective balance of payments for

the years 1947-1949 is given in Table 24 below.l/ From that out-

line the expected general effects of the Reconstruction Plan upon

the leading items in the balance are clearly-discernible. Since

the discussion which follows does not propose to go beyond a brief

analysis of the relations between the import requirements of the

Plan and the proposed sourees for their financing, only the major

items in the balance are shown and only brief comments are made

on the significance of each; a detailed and critical study of

the Polish balance of payments and a projection of its major

items into the future will be presented in another part of this

report where an analysis will be made of the-repayment prospects

for the proposed loan.,

1/ The balance of payments presented here differs somewhat from
that included in the Plan and originally submitted to the

Bank by the Polish Governzent. Certain inconsistencies in these
original data, to whieh the attention of the Polish represen-
tatives was called by the Bank, were corrected and a new and
more refined analysis was made by the Polish authorities,
resulting in the amended figures given in this paper.
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POL1TD ''TTI ATin-D BLTC] Div IITTISlThTTTO;n.'T ?AYD LITTS, 1947-19149
(in millions of U.3.Dollars)

Three-year
1947 1948 1949 Total

Imports
Food 195 30 20 245

other consumer goods 25 25 25 75

I,ayr materials and( operating supplies 274 300 350 924

Total non-capital goods 494 355 395 1241,
Capital equipment 233 3L45 1'5 993

Total DIiports 727 700 810 2237

Exports
Coal 200 260 350 830

Ln Other gooc 9Ji ,39
Total Exports 294 400 1179

Balance of Trcde

Excluding Cz pital 7.quipmont ,.:orts -CMoo /5 /90 - 65
Including Cepital Equipient Imnports -s 33 -300 -325 -1058

iWet 1a:7mc!ts Ior Interest azn. v;e.vices 144 - 47 - 43 - 1314

Balance fro 5c hort-torxli Trade and7 iepara-
tion Financing 1T -15 /30 /107 f104

Balance Bew'orc 7eliof Grants and Lonr-
term Credits
Excluding Capital .oquipment Imports -259 / 28 /154 - 77
In&'uding Czpital 7quipment Imiports -492 -317 -261 -1070

1 / , full ex',lanation of the si-nificance of these iteris .,ill be found in the detailed discussian
of the bala.nce of' payments given in Part V of this report.

Source: Prepared from data subrmitted by the ?olish Government.

0 
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Imports . While large food imports are still foreseen for

1947 and imports of certain foodstuffs of which the supply is

still short (particularly fats and meat) will continue to be

necessary 'hereafter, imports of food generally are to be greatly

reduced a"ter that year as Polish agriculture is then expected

to be well on its way towards full rehabilitation and able to

supply practically all of the country's needs. Raw material

imports are to be increased gradually as the Plan progresses.

While the total of non-capital goods imports is expected to de-

crease materially after 1947, mainly because of diminished food

imports, the importation of capital goods is to be almost doubled

between 1947 and 1949 wlth clearly visible effects upon the

country's balance oL trade position.

Exports Among the exports, coal is by far the most important

item. An increase in coal exports from S20C,000,000 in 1947 to

$350,000,000 in 1949 is foreseen; exports of other goods are ex-

pected to increase proportionately. These additional exports are

expected to consist primarily of certain staple commodlties such

as cement, zinc, sugar, salt, etc. Although domestic need for

them is great, certain quantities of textiles, metal goods, fur-

niture, toys, rugs, etc. are also to be exported to develop mar-

kets for them abroad. Subsequently exports of manufactured con-

sumer goods and especially of luxury goods are to be gradually

increased. Where possible, the Polish Government states, more

expensive goods are to be exported immediately if at the same

time cheaper ones of the same general type can be imported to

provide for the same needs (i.e. butter exports for imports of

cheaper edible Cats.).
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Balance of Trade. If imports of capital goods are disre-

garded, a favourable balance of trade is expected during the last

two years of the Plan. If, however, capital goods imports are

included in the import total, the balance of trade becomes passive

for a sum well in excess of $300,000,000 per year on the average.

Other Debit and Credit Items. In 1947 and 1948 various ty-

pes of payments to be made abroad fail to be outweighed by such

favorable items as short-term credits expected in the course of

trade and reparation financing; in 1949, however, the net favora-

ble balance from such credits is expected to be sizeable and to

contribute an element of strength to the position of the balance

of payments as a whole.

Total Balance of Payments Deficit Before Relief Grants- and

Long Term Credits. As the preceding table shows the total esti-

mated deficit in Poland's balance of international payments before

relief grants and expected long-term credits for the period 1947-

1949 is relatively slight if capital goods imports are excluded,

but amounts to well over $300,000,000 per year on'the average if

the cost of proposed imports of capital equipment is included in

the computation .

Proposed means of meeting Balance of Payments Deficit.

Table 25, given on the next page, shows how the Polish Go-

vernment hopes to be able to bridge this gap. During 1947 special

relief credits and a first installment on the loan expected from

the Bank are expected to carry the major part of the burden.

During 1948, the deficit is to be met wholly though the proceeds

of the expected Thternational Bank loan. During 1949, three-fifths

of the deficit are to be met through credits as yet unspecified

and the remaining two-fifths through the balance of the loan which

the Polish Government expects to obtain from the Bank.
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GPJdITS fA T2rT T`; __'_L__ : QT 1TD ITX ,TI7 T TO ; ,T DA2L C 01'
PAYI -II721' EC TI_CIT-, l"T?7 -1949
tin1 r-allions o7. t .lDoliars)

Three-rear
1941 79 943 1949 Total

Total deficit in roland Is balance of
paYraents befQor rlief _:rnts and
Long-ternm crecits

-aluudin capital ectuinmornt imports -259 23 $l154 - 77
Including capital equipment irmrorts -4+92 -317 -261 -1070

Anticipated relief and behabilitation Vrants 252 - 252

t * su2T 72 - 7t 2

0u International relief- 1/ 10 _ _ 140
Children 's Fund 1/ 1 t,0 _ _ ho

Long-term Loans and Credits

Available
U. S. Xoreign S,u1lplus 1 19 - - 19

port-Iriport Bank 36 - - 36

Anticipatec'
Internatfonal Lanlk Loan 180 315, 105 600
Undetermined sources - - 150 150

:lesidual e`fcitc after Grants and Lon'r-
TermC Credits - 5 - 2 - 6 -13

(1"Clluin'_ Ca2ital ,quipment r:orts-

i/ I full exy larnati.on of th.'ne s-niicact o1' th'ese iterzs vill be found in the detailed clis-
cussion of t'h1e 1)alpance o01 ne-,7iients -4ven -i.n art J of t'hiLs report/

So rce: Premrred froi'i data subuiitted boy v'he polish Governernt.

0 
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As has already been pointed out, a detailed critical study

of the Polish balance of payments and a projection of its major

items into the future will be presented in the last chapter of

this report when an analysis is made of the repayment prospects

of the proposed loan; the main point to be made here is that,

as the figures just given show, for the three years taken to-

gether, over one-half of the total estimated deficit in the

country's balance of international payments(caused in large part

by anticipated imports of capltal equipment) is to be met through

the loan to be obtainid fr=i tbe Bant, bogt oe-f ourtia Qf the

remainder through relief grants and a large part of the rest

through credits as yet. undetermined.
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Extent Of Realization of the Plan in J946

The data in tables 26 and 27 which follow indicate the ex-

tent to which the production goals of the Four-Year Plan for the

major agricultural crops and industrial products have been

realized. The table on agricultural production shows that

while the quantity of wheat produced is somewhat larger than

that planned for, the output of rye, potatoes and sugar-beet

were smaller. On the industrial side, production of such im-

portant commodlties as coal, coke, electrical energy, pig iron,

steel, agricultural machinery, and electrical equipment exceeded

the figures given in the Plan; output of such goods as crude

oil and freight cars on the other hand lagged behind the planned

target figures.

On the whole the correspondence between p3anned and actual

output is surprisingly close; the explanation provided by the

Polish representatives themselves is that the last figures for

the Plan were actually prepared in August,l9.66tben.production

totals for over half of that year were already known and when

it was therefore comparatively easy to estimate the trend for

the remainder of the year. Although,fbr 1946, the correspobdence

bbtween planned atd actu&l output was close it does not follow

for the reasons just given, that an equally close correspondence

can be expected for 1947 or the later years.
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TABLE 26

PLA'7'7SD A. D ACTUAL 17PMDUCTICIT OF CEaAI:T !JC.R OPS IT ?0lA-1DX OPCP 7AR 19 146

(in thousands of metric toQls)

!94Z/1?46

Planned Produced

,1heat 520 643

Rye 3,040 2,742

Potr>toes 17,870 16,408

Sug-r beet 2,320JL 2,127

1/ Corrected figure.

Sources: Polish National 2conoiicq Plan oud Ma-RA Iission to Poland:
Xrirtclture and Food, 'Varsaw, Jrnuary 1947.
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TABIIZ 27

PCITdiD'S PLAiH.2= AiM ACTUAL II-MUSTRIAODUCTION IG 1946

(By Principal Industries and Hain Products)

1 9 4 6
_ Unit Planned Produced

Coal (extraction) tons 46,000,000 47,300,000

Cole B1 3,640,000 3,952,000

Zlectrical energy 1000 KwJh 5,300,000 5,485,230

Crude oil tons 130,000 120,000
iTatural gas million m3 130,000 144,000

Pig iron tons 650,0oo 738,177
Rat.w steel It 1,100,000 1+118,486
Rolled products it 800,000 830,625
Zinc (slabs) It 54,0oo 57,579
Zinc (plate) it 19,000 28,150
Lead It 8,f00 8,956
Cadmium " 120 118

Locomotives Unit0 157 162
Freight oars 11 7,074 4,903
hgricultural machinery value in 1938 zl, 18,000,000 24,800,000

Tobacco leaf . : tons 5,274 5,285
Cigarettes mill.-Aeces 5,014 5.096

0

Alcohol 100 liters 35,000,000 29,400,000

'Matches cases 114,000 131,800

Salt tons 240,000 297,000

Sole leather It 3,750 3,823
Footwear:leather thous.ix.irs 3,300 2,864

other than leather 11 t - 1,952

Ce.ment tons 10300,000 1,365,000
Glass for bottles m2 8,400,000 7,431,000

Electrical equinment value in 1938 zl*76,000,000 86,400,000

Soap tons 6,ooo 6,072

Sugar Ix 287,000 370,000

Cotton fabrics meters 206,500,000 196,000,000
Vuoolen fabrics 20,000,000 20,739,000
Flax and similar fabrics H 52,300,000 32,000,000
Silk fabrics 5,908,000 4,800,000
Rayon _.__ _ _. _. _ e _ 7000__ _000

Source; Prepared from data su.-lied by the Polish Government,
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A Critical Estimate of the Plan

As the foregoing analysis indicates, the Polish National

Economic Plan defines the nature, direption, and extent of the

Polish Government's effort over the next three years to raise

the country's standards of consumption and to advance its long

run industrialization. Basically, it ronsists of a series of

schedules setting forth the levels of productive capacity and

output which the Polish Government plans to have its major in-

dustries attain in the next three years, and of a summary of

technical and financial measures designed to aid in the achie-

vement of that purpose. In a critical appraisal of the Plan

from the point of view of the Bank's interest two fundamental

questions must be answered:

1. Is the Plan sufficiently comprehensive and detailed

to make possible an evaluation of its feasibility, and are its

objectives actually practicable of attainment?

2. Does the Plan meet the purpose for which it was sub-

mitted to the Bank, namely, does it provide a definite frame

of reference against which the validity of the Polish Govern-a

mentts request for a $600,000,000 reconstruction and develops.'

ment loan can be judged?

Technical Limitations of the Plan

Certain technical limitations inherent in the Plan seri-

ously limit its usefulness from the Bank's point of view.

Despite their well-rounded, clear-cut formulation, all of the

statistical schedules which the Plan contains- necessarily

provisional because they represent forecasts subject to all the

hazards of forecasting- must be regarded as particularly



tentative because the data for the ourrent years from which the

projections into the future are made are admittedly provisionai

imperfect and incomplete,

These undoubtedly unavoidable but nevertheless important

technical difficulties pervade the entire statistical framework

of the Polish Plan. For example, the 1945 data, used as bases

from which the projections into the future were made, are not

actualiy data for 1945; it was necessary, because of the "casual

character and doubtful exactitude" of the data, to take the fi-

gures for December,1945, add those for January, 1946, and multi-

ply the result by six. Because of "the instability of agricultu-

ral production" and "the lack of basic statistical data", the

authors of the Plan themselves regard their tables on agriculture

as useful "only for orientation." In the industrial field, be-

cause "the character of private industry does not allow planning

of production to the extent'.possible in State or co-operative

industry", the 1946-1949 schedules of industrial performanxce are

limited to nationalized enterprise for the most part, together

with some co-operative enterprises, thereby affecting the compara-

b'ility of certain forecasts (e.g. food processing) with similar

pre-war experience. Moreover, the Plan's 1946-1949 estimates for

railway transport, for example, merely express the total task to

be performed by the railroads if the goals of the Plan in other

fields are achieved, rather than an estimate of the actual proba-

ble future carrying capacity of the country's railways. Similar-

ly estimates of port capacity by class of cargo given in the Plan

are intended to be mere guides "for the planning of port invest-

ments" and "should not be considered as representing the real

capacity of the ports." As for the key issue of appraising



national income over the life of the Plan, the authors of the

Plan themselves acknowledge the extreme difficulty of dev2l,'-ing

estimates within a tolerable margin of error, not-only because

of the "lack of statistical data", but also because " the data is

even less exact in this field than in otbers."

But the usefulness of the Plan as a measure of prospective

increases in productive capacity and output is limited not alone

by the fact that it represents a forecast based on admittedly

imperfect and incomplete data for the base period. A more serious

weakness is the absence of any estimates or forecasts for a consi-

derable range of important matters, such as, to offer only a few

examples: planned increases in output at successive stages in the

productive process, i.e. primary, intermediate and final proces-

sing, information on vhiQh is essential for any sound estimate

of the probabli2a,§ua-uyof raw materials, fuel and semi-manufac-

tures for the attainment of the planned output of end products;

uniform measures for planned increases in transport facilities,

such as overall measures of tractive effort, load capacity, attai-

nable ton-mileage, etc.; regional distribution of contemplated

additions to productive capacity in manufacturing or processing

industries; estimates of the anticipated growth of the labor force

by grades or classes of skill; and estimates of surplus manpower

which may become available for transfer, by geographic areas and t

type of employment; a statement of planned increases in labor

productivity, with supporting estimates of anticipated growth in

man-hour output, net value added by manufacture, or other similar

significant yerdsticks- all of which are data needed for an esti-

mate of the adequacy of the future labor supply, particularly of

the supply of skilled labor.



T&enability of the Plan's General Objectives

As indicated elsewhere, the general economic potential of

post-war Polarnd greatly exceeds that of.the country with.L.n It4s

pre-war boundaries, The benefits of greatly increased coal resoup.

cQs, enlarged metallurgical and metal-working facilities, higher

average fertility of the soil, larger average farm units, and so

on, measurably outweigh the losses arising from a diminished stand

of timber, a decreased reserve of petroleum, and the related

shrinkage of lumbering and refining facilities. In view of the

overall gain in Poland's productive potential, the Polish Govern-

ment intends to reshape the entire national economy by industria-

S ,lizing it to a much higher degree than prevailed before the war.

The 1946-1949 Plan is to begin this process: a long-range program

now being formulated is to press it further.

Yet, even though the setting for Polandts progressive ineis-

trialization and the outlook for the ultimate realization of the

ends sought may be favorable, it does not necessarily follow that

the objectives of the Plan as stated are realistic and practicable.

The goals set are forecasts; they presuppose a rate of recovery

0 in the next three years which may or may not prove feasible.

On the basis of the information thus far at hand it is not now

possible to put forth with any confidence an estimate as to the

reasonableness of these presuppositions; the questions raised can

only be set forth. Does the Plan presuppose a much faster and

more complete recovery than existing shortages, tensions, and dis-

locations are apt to permit? Does it discount too much the prac-

tical impact of war damuage, manpower loss, soil exhaustion, live-

stock depletion, transport strain, etc.? Is it possible for a

country whose agricultural resources were laid waste by total

war resulting in ruined farm buildings, overworked soil, depleted



livestock, reduced draft power, displaced populatiQn, uncultivated

lanxd to hope to reactivate these resources fully in a fc-,: -v-"ars

after the end of hostilities by returning all idle land to culti-

vation, restoring the productivity of the soil, reestablishing

t,;he livestock population, repairing damaged farm buildings, sup-

plementing the draft power of horses by that of tractors, and

resettling on farms a vast body of displaced or repatriated

manpower?

Can Poland, which is just beginning to recuperate from the

wear and tear of all out-war reasonably hope to set aside, at

once, for investment, a larger share of her national income than

ever before- and do so, while at the same time considerably im-

proving the diet, clothing and shelter of her people?

Can a country which has suf'fered huge wartime depletion of

manpower and lost a substantial number of her technicians, engi-

neers, hand1craftsmen, and skilled industrial workers, reasonably

hope to replace, on short notice, much of the previous supply of

qualified personnel by drawing upon a surplus of untrained agri-

cultural labor?

Until and unless questions such as these can be answered in

more precise and realistic terms, the practicability of the Plan's

objectives must, it would appear, remain an open issue. In view

of the imperfection of the data at hand and the hazards of fore-

casting, it seems unlikely that any aniswer can be arrived at on

an overall basis. Only through a careful, detailed analjsis of

the present status and future prospects of each one of the main

branches of the Polish economay undertaken through a series of

independent technical surveys can a sound judgment be reached as

to the Plan's practicability..



The Plan as a Basis for a Loan Request

Apart from the deficiencies in the information contained in

the Plan which make it impossible to arrive, through it alone, at

any definite judgment as to its feasibility- deficiencies which

it is h1ped can be remedied at least in part by independent stu-

dies and technical surveys of Poland's major industries- the Plan

alone cannot be regarded as a guide from which the Bank can deter-

mine whether the Polish Governmentts request for a $6oo0000,000

reconstruction and development credit should be granted. As the

discussion thus far has shown, the Plan is concerned primarily

with the setting of production goals and the demonstration of the

benefits which the Polish people may eXpect to enjoy Lrom increa-

sed capacity, replenislhed inventories and higher output. It does

not provide sLufficient information to enable the Bank to estima1e

with assurance how large a loan is needed and usable for the coun-

try's reconstruotion in the next few years, nor does it throw

light on a number of other questions, answers to which are essen-

tial to any reasonably firm estimate of Poland's ability to repay

0 a large long-term foreign exchange credit.

As has already been pointed out, the Plan leaves unanswered

the vital question: how far is it safe to assume that the plamned

for increase in output and income will actually be realized?

Moreover the Plan leaves unanswered, too, a number of other basic

questions, such as: is the planned and practically realizable in-

crease in exports adequate to assure the service of outstanding

and newly incurred debt? If this is not the case, how far is

Poland prepared to reduce, and how far can she practicably reduce

the level of consumption in order to increase import? How far
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and how soon can a shift be expected from present bilateral tra-

de practices tending to create a minimum of foreign excharn,e to

free multilaterai trade tending to create a maximum? To what

extent are Polish exports likely to move toward markets yielding

'hard' or 'soft' foreign currencies in amounts proportional to

actual needs for current transactions and debt service? In

brief, what does a longer term projection of Poland's balance

of payments show with regard to repayment possibilities for a

large long-term foreign loan? To these and a number of other

similarly crucial questions no answers are provided by the Polish

Plan. Suich questions must, however, be answered If Poland's re-

quest for a loan is to be fairly evaluated: on attempt to answer

them with the aid of such data as are now available to the Bank

and to provide an evaluation of Poland's loan request in the light

of the country's estimated repaynent capacity will be made in

another part of this report.

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
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Administrative Organization to Implement the
Polish Beconstruction Plan

The organ of Government ultim4tly responsible to

Parliament for the success or failure of the Polish Fourr

Year Plan is the Council of Ministers. The ministers in

charge of economic activities constitute an "Economic Com-

mittee of the Council of Ministers", which is authorized

by the Council to decide independently a number of economic

questions. However, questions whlch fall outside the powers

of the Committee must be submitted to the Council which

bears ultimate responsibility and must make the final decisions.

Below this Cabinet Committee there has been established

a Central Planning Board, the principal function of which

Is the preparation of the National Economic Plan and the

supervision of its realization. The Central Planning Board,

which also acts as a Secretariat to the Economic Committee

of the Council of Ministers, is not subordinated to any

individual ministry, but is directly subject to the Prime

* Minister.

The preparation of a National Economic Plan begins with

the determination of the period which it is to cover and the

establishment of a first outline of the guiding principles

(theses) which are to be followed. These principles are

subject to discussion and criticiam by all government agencies

directly concerned with the Plan. After agreement on guiding

principles is reached, basic production goals are established

by the Central Planning Board as a result of discussions

with the appropriate government agencies and the representa-

tives of the private and cooperative sectors of the national
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economy. This procedure was actually followed in the elabora-

tion of the present Four-Year Plan; after having been Accepted

Wy the Ministerial Economic Committee and the Council pf

Ministers the statement of the basic principles of the Plan

and the provisional basic figures attached thereto were enacted

into law by the National Council (Parliament), on September

21, 1946.

A National EcQnomic Plan is generally divided Into

annual schedules; all agencies whose activities are embraced

by the Plan particlpate in establishing annual production

schedules. For industry, for example, every plant, every

District or Branch Unit, every Central Board participates in

determining production capacities and the quantities of

goods and services necessary to carry through production as

scheduled. The Planning Sections of the agencies in question

collect and adjust the schedules of their subordinate organiza-

tions; ultimately, the Planning Division of the Ministry of

Industry settles the final schedules with the Central Planning

* Board taking into account the basic goals of the Plan, actual

production capacities, and production priorities determined

in the light of the basic principles of the Plan.

The Plan embraces the activities and therefore the

operating agencies of all three sectors of the Polish economy,

i.e., state, cooperative and private.

The State Sector. The main operating agencies in this

sector are listed below and the part of their activities

which affect the plan is briefly indicated.

Presidential Office of The Nlational Council (Parliament):

Reconstruction and maintenance of buildings and residences
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required for the functioning of the Council.

Prime Minister's Office: Reconstrulction and maintenance

of buildings; control over a number of bureaus of general

scope, such as the Central Statistical Office, the Bureau

of Surveys and others; distribution of special funds for the

promotiona of science and scientific research.

Ministry of Finance: Execution of the government's

financial policy; control over government-owned banks and

State monopolies (tobacco, alcohol, matches and salt);

collection of custom duties (which do not, at present, play

_ a significant part in Poland's economy).

Ministry of Industry: The major part of Poland's

nationalized industries is subject to this Ministry; the

actual operation of each industry is entrusted to a Central

Board. Industrial plants, subject to a particular Board are

administered by "Units", subordinated directly to the Central

Boards. Units are organized either as "District Units'', as

are most of the "Units" in the coal mining, sugar and power

supply industries, or as "Branch 'Units", as in the metal-

working, electrical, chemical, textile or structural material

manufacturing industries. Poland's central sales and supply

organizations are also subject to speclal Central Boards.

All Central Boards are at present in the process of being

transformed into separate enterprises which are to operate as

individual agencies; the Minietry of Industry, however, will

control them and act as the representative of the proprietor,

the State. The various "Central Boards" subject to the
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Ministry of Industry are listed below:

1) Central Boar4 of the Coal Industry

2) -- of Power Supply

3) -- of the Liquid Fuel Industry

4) -- of the Metallurgical Industry

5) -- of the Metalworking Industry

6) -- of the Electrical Equipment Manufactur-
ing Industry

7) -- of the Chemical Industry

8) -- of the Textile Industry

9) - of the Sugar Industry

10) -- of the Leather Industry

11) -- of the Paper Industry

12) - of the Woodworking Industry

13) -- of the Structural Materials Manufactur-
ing Industry

14) -- of the Armament Industry

Besides these Central Boards the Ministry of Industry

operates agencies maintaining liaison with the non-nationalized

industries, and such general service agencies as the Offices

of Measures and Weights.

&x_stry of Agriculture and Agricultural Reform:

Encourages the development of agriculture in conformity with

the provisions of the Plan through assistance to private

farm-owners. Such assistance takes the form of facilitating

the obtaining of livestock, farm machinery and implements,

seed grain, fertilizers, etc., b-y farmers on convenient

terms. The Ministry also maintains seed-grain-planting and

livestock-breeding farms as well as an organization for tractor

service. A separate organization has been set up to cultivate
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the lands lying fallow as a result of the war. The Ministry

also undertakes basic drainage and irrigation works and aids

in the carrying put of those of local importance, assists

in the establishment of efficient private farms, performs

veterinary and plant protection services, maintains research

institutes for the development of plant and animal produc-

tion and land cultivation techniques and an institute for

economic research pertaining to agriculture.

The Ministry of Forestry: Controls all forests, excepting

some small areas in industrial municipalities, through a

"District Forest Management" organization; conducts proper

exploitation, re-forests the areas devastated by the war,

and operates sawmills. Other woodworking plants, with small

exceptions resulting from local conditions, are subordinatad

to the Central Board of the Woodworking Industry.

The Ministry of Reconstruction: Handles the entire

building-construction program, excepting industrial structures;

also problems related to housing and planning of public

utilities, and receives and carries out the requirements of

other agencies in this field, if provided for by the Plan.

The reconstruction of war-damaged cities, and the planning of

appropriate rural buildings are also included in the activities

of the Ministry, the Ministry's Research institutes playing

an important part in the development of new construction

methods and materials. The executive work of the Ministry is

performed through HDistrict Reconstruction Management" or-

ganizations.



The Ministry of Transportation: Supervises the Polish

State Railways (P.K.P.); provides for maintenance and con-

struction of the main roads, operation of the main bus lines,

maintenance of waterways and related reservoirs, canals,

locks, etc., controls civilian airlines, construction and

maintenance of airports and landing fields for transportation

and training purposes, and training of airlines personnel.-

The Ministry of Post and Te egraph: Controls the postal

and other means of telecommunication except the broadcasting

system and some communication networks connected directly

with the operatiQns of other agencies (e.g. railroads). A

part of the telecommunication equipment manufacturing industry

is also subject to this Ministry.

The Ministry of Shipping and Foreign Trade: Handles

problems related to foreign trade and consequent financial

settlements; controls the operation of shipping and the

reconstruction, development and operation of Poland's maritime

harbors, also, a separate entity, the "Unit of Polish Ship-

yards", and, finally, deep-sea fishing, fish processing and

the first stage of distribution of palt water fish products.

The Ministry ef Food Supply and Commerce: Handles

overall food supply problems including the purchase, storage

and distribution of food, especially with respect to rationed

foods; cooperates in that field with cooperative organizations

and private trade, and controls or supervises the food-

processing industries. A substantial part of the food-

processing plants is in the hands of cooperatives and private

businesses. The Ministry however controls eleven food-

processing branch units, such as meat packing, fruit and
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vegetable processing, yeast manufacturing, fat processing,

etc.

The MinistrZ of Health: Controls hospitals, sanatoria,

health resorts, public health centers, medical research

institutes, etc. and supervises the medical and pharmaceutical

professions.

The Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare: Controls

social security establishments, the rehabilitation of war

invalids, and the care of persons dependent upon social

welfare.

The Ministry of Education: Controls the operation of

the entire system of general and professional schools from

nursery schools to universities. Although Poland has numerous

professional schools and courses of instruction operated by

agricultural and industrial organizations and a number of

private schools and colleges, ultimate responsibility for the

appropriate handling of educational problems rests with the

Ministry of Education.

The Ministry of Culture and Arts: Its task is the

promotion of the arts, and the maintenance of museums and

places and monuments of historical interest. Because of the

post-war improverishment of Polish artists the Ministry also

aids artists by providing study and display halls, fostering

exhibitions, etc,

The Ministry of Inrormation: Controls the Polish Broad-

casting System, "Polskie Radio", the moving picture producing

enterprise, "PolskI Film", as well as a number of printing

and publishing houses.
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The Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Handles Poland's foreign

affairs; makes only small investments in buildings and office

equipment.

The Ministry of National Defense; Except for building

construction and some technical investments only over-all

figures for the activities of this Ministry are included in

the Plan.

The Ministries of Public Administration and of Recovered

Territories: Handle matters of territorial self-government

not dealt with by other agencies.

The Ministries of Public Security and Justice: Require

only comparatively small investments in building construction.

The Cooperative Sector. The cooperative movement

performs a wide variety of economic functions. Probably the

most important are its commercial activities in the field of

large scale procurement and storage of agricultural products

and distribution of consumer goods.

Individual cooperatives work out their operational

plans; these are then adjusted with the Ministry responsible

for the respective field of economic activity. Thus the

construction or housing cooperatives adjust their plans with

the Ministry of Reconstruction, the food processing cooperatives

with the Ministry of Food Supply, etc.

The cooperatives and the cooperative wholesale societies

are associated in an "Auditing Union of Cooperatives".

The largest of the cooperative societies is "Spolem", whose

main task it is to supply merchandise to the member cooperatives.

Besides, "Spolem" also acts as a general purchasing agent

for the Ministry of Food Supply and Commerce and runs numerous
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'warehouses and industrial plants, mainly for rtroa nrocessing.

The Private Sector. Privately owned farms are the basic

factor in the country's agricultural production. The influence

of the State upon the development of agriculture is exercised

through assistance and protection rendered by the Ministry of

Agriculture and state purchases of agricultural products,

carried out mainly through the cooperatives.

According to the Polish nationalization laws, private

industrial enterprises are limited to those employing less

than 50 employees. Such enterprises are associated in

"Chambers of Industry and Commerce" which are organized

territorially. Members of a particular branch of industry

form a Branch Group within the local Chamber. The District

Chambers are linked by a "Union of Chambers of Industry and

Commerce". Matters of interest to the development of private

industry and the aid necessary to carry out its plans are

discussed by the Union of Chambers of Industry and Commerce

with the interested government agencies. No rigid plans are

made for private industrr, however, since it is believed that

flexibility is one of its important and advantageous features.

Handicraft is organized in a manner similar to that of

,private industry with the preservation, however, of some of

the traditional features of the ancient guilds. The "Union

of Handicraft Chambers" prepares programs of handicraft develop.

ment and provides for the necessary aid for their implementa-

tion.


